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Maldon Visitor Information
Centre
Wheel And Loom Building,
34 Main Street, Maldon, Victoria
WHEEL AND LOOM BUILDING CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

2.3
Wheel and Loom Building
Design Report
Refer to Appendix D for a table showing the transfer of ownership history of the Wheel and Loom building.

2.3.1

Produce Store Phase
The subject site formed part of Crown Allotment 17 of section A, township of Maldon, which was purchased by John
Ludolph Subritzky on 4 February 1857 for £81. The 1856 plan below shows a fairly small ‘L’ shaped building, most
probably of timber, located close to the Main Street boundary of allotment 17. This building seems to have been
erected prior to Subritzky’s purchase.
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Figure 3: Town allotments in and adjoining the township reserve, Maldon, 1856. Building on the subject site is indicated.
(Source: State Library of Victoria)

For a period prior to mid-1858, allotment 17 was occupied by Messrs Conbrough and Jones, who ran a general
produce store.12
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Core Aims for the Project
This project has been generated from the need to relocate the Maldon Visitor Information Centre (VIC), to make it
more accessible and to place it in a location where visitors naturally go. Currently the VIC is in a non-heritage
building, set back from the
street, in a location remote
from most visitors and is not
easily accessible for people
with disabilities.
Maldon is notable as a
relatively intact Goldrush town
group of buildings with
sympathetic additions over
time. Whilst most of them now
have different uses, the
general massing and grain of
the community has remained
largely unchanged. The
proposed new VIC will be
located in one of these
significant heritage buildings
within the town group.

Existing VIC at 93 High Street

Moreover the heritage
qualities of the Wheel and
Loom building at 34 Main
Street will be interpreted
within to encourage the public
in ways of looking at other
buildings to understand their
history; to encourage a
heritage detective curiosity.

Proposed VIC at Wheel & Loom, 34 Main Street

471 Maldon VIC
The building will be carefully restored in line with the Conservation Management Plan, elements of which will be
displayed in the building. This will further encourage an understanding and appreciation of local heritage.
This proposal applies the recommendations of the Victorian Visitor Information Centres Futures (VVICF) report as
follows:
VVIC Futures

Incorporated in proposed Maldon VIC at Wheel and Loom

Emergency information centre

Being located in the main street it will be easy for residents to call into
obtain information

Research into visitors

Currently many visitors to Maldon never access the VIC. Being centrally
located will increase catchment and enable research

Providing tourism business
mentoring, education and training

Having the attached meeting room and the larger multipurpose building
will provide an opportunity for seminars and training

Building a community
understanding of tourism

The value and importance of tourism to residents can be promoted
through specific events for which Maldon VIC can be the venue

Providing information to both
residents and tourists about
attractions

As a place for residents and tourists to come in to enquire about events
or collect tickets, Maldon VIC will be a convenient calling point in the
town and may thereby encourage activity for local retail businesses

Being a regional hub and resource

Both as a source of free local Wi-Fi and as a VIC serving the region it
can be a source of encouragement for connections and to identify a
critical mass of tourism attraction

The spaces created will become venues for achieving all of the VVIC Futures goals and more.
The Federal government's National Stronger Regions Fund encourages projects that deliver economic benefit
including supporting tourism infrastructure in regional areas. This project encourages tourists to visit the area,
encourages the tourist industry and promotes shared knowledge through seminars and exhibitions. The council
receives enquiries from groups looking for small conference facilities. The multifunction building can be let for this
purpose with the consequent benefit to local businesses providing overnight accommodation, food and other
facilities.
The flexible multifunction building
enables a wide range of activities,
both in connection with tourism and for
the benefit of the local community.
These are described later in this
report.

Review of the Previous Concept
The Conservation Management Plan
is a thorough and very helpful
document providing an historic
analysis of the building, its context and
its typology. The previous scheme
formed a sound basis for developing
the current proposal which now has
full access for people with disabilities
throughout. Both the extended visitor

Dabbs Produce Store at 34 Main Street c 1870-80s. Elements of the original
configuration are identifiable internally and will be interpreted
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centre and the Independent multifunction building will have kitchen facilities and toilets in these new proposals.
The original scheme also anticipated creating a through route from Tobin Street at the back of the site to Main
Street by Incorporating the right of way. However the entitlement to a right-of-way may not be for full public access
and therefore we have contained these proposals within the site boundary.

Stakeholder Feedback
Maldon VIC clarified their requirements regarding an office and amenity needs for volunteers and staff. They stated
that they wanted the VIC to engage the local community more and to be the initial point of contact for visitors and
tourists.
Maldon Inc. representative expressed concern regarding the need for appropriate signage for the heritage
environment and they were assured that it would follow guidelines and be restrained to suit the heritage context.
They were also concerned that the VIC should not compete with local businesses in merchandising or in offering
space for events. A principal purpose of the VIC is to promote local businesses, not to compete with them. To this
end it may be possible to exhibit some of the goods in the VIC that can be obtained at a local business. With regard
to the multifunction facility, it will be adaptable to a wide range of uses and well-equipped with AV technology which
is not available elsewhere. Further to feedback received at one-on-one meeting, Maldon Inc. provided a written
response advising that the Committee believes Maldon is already well served for meeting rooms and kitchens, and
therefore the need for the multifunction facility needs further consideration.
An initial one-on-one meeting with a representative of Maldon Focus supported the idea for the VIC to be the initial
point of contact for visitors to the town and for it to act as a catalyst for locals interacting with visitors. Heritage of
the building and streetscape needs to be respected, including the signage used. A follow up meeting with other
representatives of Maldon Focus, held by Council officers, found they were supportive of VIC relocation and had
mixed views about merits of potential multi-function building at rear of site. Some Committee members believe it
would be beneficial and others are opposed, as they believe adequate facilities already exist in Maldon.

Design Concept
The Maldon Visitor Information Centre will be relocated from its current position in the old council offices into
heritage retail premises at 34 Main Street. Attached to this extended property will be a new multifunction building
constructed in the location of the original livery stables and therefore complementing the group by constructing a
building of comparable mass in the location. An open courtyard separates the two buildings.
The retained heritage frontage building will be carefully restored with its structure left exposed in its original form.
The new extension will be of contemporary construction and detailing that with its general massing following the
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shape of the original structures that have been identified from early photographs. Creating a degree of contrast
between original heritage and new construction is important in interpreting the heritage clearly without confusion
between "old and new".
The new Multifunction Building (MFB) follows the general massing of the original livery stable and, whilst using
traditional galvanised iron cladding, is clearly a contemporary building in its detailing.

Heritage Retention and Restoration
The principal heritage building is the
brick built property fronting onto Main
Street. The existing rear extension is
mostly of lightweight construction and
has a significantly lower floor level
making it inaccessible for people with
disabilities.
This extension attached to the east side
of the brick building incorporates some
masonry at low-level and at the South
boundary with the adjoining property.
However the south wall appears likely to
be part of the adjoining property. This
masonry which is considered to be of
primary significance will be retained.
The remainder of the timber structures
are considered to be from a later period
and to have limited significance. These
will be removed.
Existing heritage interior

Detailed Design, Function and Fit Out
Visitor Information Centre
The VIC will occupy the front part of the
building. This can be open to the public
at any time and capable of being staffed
by 1-4 people. The intention is to fit this
building out with all of the necessary
equipment for a visitors information
centre but to do so in a way that
respects the heritage of the original
building. Beyond this the space will
provide for hanging posters, banners or
artwork on the tall uninterrupted south
wall.

Proposed VIC floor plan

The north wall will be fitted with
brochure racking in three sections with
storage drawers below similar to Bendigo VIC. A small Internet lounge area will be created and the main customer
information desk will be in the south-east corner backing onto the private VIC office with store.
The colours used for the interior fittings will complement the heritage interior. The retained elements of the original
interior will be described and interpreted and it is intended that a central feature would be a physical three-
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dimensional model of Maldon identifying colour buildings from different periods and encouraging visitors to go out
and identify them.
The original solid heritage double doors will be retained and simply hooked open when the VIC is open. A
frameless glass draft lobby will be created inside with power doors. Glass doors together with an internal window
from the VIC office provides surveillance of both entrances and the interior of the VIC.

Some alternative uses for small meeting room -- presentation or workshop for up to12, board meeting for up to 10

Maldon's key tourist attraction is its relative intactness as a Goldrush town group of significant buildings. In order to
enable visitors to interpret this clearly we proposed to incorporate a scale model of the Historic Town Walk area.
This can be colour coded to identify buildings from different periods enabling people to "see from above" before
going to see the various
buildings around the town.
The extension will provide
the VIC office and a room for
small exhibitions/board
meetings/presentations
together with kitchenette and
toilets. The VIC can be
separately secured to allow
the small meeting room to
be independently used by
others, or incorporated with
the VIC.
Incorporated in this
extension is a small
staffroom, kitchenette for
use by staff or with the small
meeting room and two
disabled persons WCs. One
of these WCs is accessible

Courtyard plan showing access from both buildings together with North passageway.
Midday sun indicated.
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externally from the covered way to provide facilities for separate users of the multifunction room.

Courtyard
The external courtyard separating the two building complexes will be fitted with seats and vertical planting for
picnics or small outdoor events. It is accessible from the VIC, MFB or from Tobin Street through a gateway. At
times when the whole site is being used by the VIC, it can provide a logical direct link between all of the buildings.
For disabled persons it will provide the entry point into the multifunction building.
This courtyard will have timber seating built into the access steps and, whilst it will benefit from a sunny north
facing aspect, it also includes areas of shelter and shade.

Multi-Function Building
The multifunction building is designed to serve many alternative VIC, community, or other uses including ones
supporting local business. These include:
•
seminars / talks / presentations with fixed projector and screen
•
artwork exhibitions
•
office workspaces
•
conferences and business exhibitions
•
movies and small mixed media events
•
training workshops & public / private meetings
•
food events using kitchen
•
Pilates, yoga or medical health checks using “cubicles”
•
Local business or community AGMs

Rendered view the interior of the multifunction building showing one of the operable screens in place together with the
curtain to create an enclosed booth.
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Multipurpose
building
configured for
seminar/talk/
presentation with
data projector or
movie for 50
people

Multipurpose
building
configured for art
exhibition having
potentially 45 lin
m of exhibition
wall space

Multipurpose
building
configured as
exhibition space
with large central
feature element.
Alternatively
could be
consulting booths
for medical
checks.
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Multipurpose
building
configured as
seminar space for
20 to 30 people
with small office
areas

Sustainable Design Response
The project incorporates an holistic approach to environmentally sustainable design. Elements of this include:
•
shading to north facing walls to reduce solar heat gain
•
passive ventilation system for the MFB to reduce air conditioning requirements
•
stack effect ventilation with cool air vents from the subfloor and the high-level vents in the lantern
•
solar control glazing to rooflights
•
a high standard of thermal legislation
•
stormwater collection in a tank below the courtyard and reduce the toilets and landscaping
•
photovoltaic solar panels
•
solar hot water unit
•
retention of existing built fabric
•
use of recycled timber for cladding and flooring
•
daylight and occupancy light and air conditioning switching
•
Multifunction building and small meeting room are flexible for a wide variety of uses reducing the need for
alternative buildings

Natural light penetration and control to multipurpose building
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VIC interior view

Materials and Finishes
The adapted heritage building accommodating the main Visitor Information Centre will include the following:
•
new recycled hardwood floor to replace recent softwood boarding, exposed brick walls, off-white boarded
partitions, existing natural timber main ceiling
•
new lantern skylights for natural lighting to replace corrugated plastic with original type
•
b&w grey photo image for display racking background
•
Lighting track (like Bendigo VIC)
The new extension to the heritage building, comprising office, small meeting room, toilets and kitchenette will be
constructed with:
•
new recycled hardwood floor, exposed original brick, off-white plasterboard,
•
Painted timber roof trusses & posts
•
Tiles to toilets
•
painted screw-fixed weatherboard cladding with lap joint & shadow
The materials and finishes for the courtyard and access walkway will be:
•
new exposed aggregate concrete floor, hardwood slatted seating & steps
•
vertical planting on pergola to south side
•
translucent Dampalon Opal roofing or similar on timber clcad steel posts to covered way to east side
•
hardwood fence & gate to bin area
•
stormwater tank below courtyard
The new multifunction room is designed to appear as a translucent central element flanked by two solid building
masses clad in traditional corrugated iron. The materials and finishes will therefore be:
•
central translucent roof lantern continues down gables to glazed doors
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•
•
•
•
•

roof and walls to remainder clad in galvanised heritage corrugated steel with photo-voltaic and solar hot
water panels to the North slope
timber trusses exposed internally with curtain track attached longitudinally
hinged partitions in acoustic pinboard with floor wheel
slotted acoustic plasterboard lining to ceiling
recycled hardwood flooring

Aerial view from above Tobin Street
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Conclusion
This project responds to the need to relocate the Maldon VIC to a location where it will be more accessible for
visitors and become a central hub for the community. It encourages the key points recommended in the report on
Victorian Visitor Information Centres Futures together with state and federal government recommendations for the
promotion of tourism for economic benefit in regional areas.
It provides an active use to a significant and typical heritage building, whilst at the same time promoting an
understanding and appreciation of such buildings to the general public.
It provides a flexible group of rooms that can be used together with the VIC or independently to meet other local
business and community needs. It is expected to be very frequently used.
It carefully responds to the architectural principles of heritage retention and restoration whilst at the same time
achieving new buildings which sit comfortably together, remembering prevoius functions by their massing. Thus
they avoid fake heritage, but have a distinctive yet respectful contemporary contribution to make alongside faithful
heritage restoration.
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